Lowell Textile Opens Season With Victories

Makes Clean Sweep of Connecticut Trip

Lowell Textile opened its 1927 base- ball season by scoring a 3 to 0 victory over Connecticut Avenue, and followed it up the next day by defeating West- meadow, 7 to 3.

The Connecticut Avenue nine was marred with errors, Textile making no fewer than eight of them. However, this can be blamed on lack of practice. Textile connected safely eleven times from the offerings of the Connecticut hurler, while the latter team collected but six hits of the combined efforts of Miller, Huskins, and Grier. In winning over the crash Westmeadow nine, Textile scored in a much faster and cleaner exhibition than they had on the previous that afternoon Connecticut State Place. "Babe" gamer pitched this game and held the Westmeadow batters to but five hits, two passed, and struck out eight. Textile made seven hits off the Westmeadow hurlers, but made them when they meant rounds.

Thus, Textile opened with two victories over opponents which made well for a very successful season.

Rifle Shots

The Club has received the usual allotment of ammunition and supplies from the War Department. These are distributed annually to all clubs that are affiliated with the National Rifle Association.

The club hopes to have some of its members pass the standard qualification course, fired at 200 yards, in the near future.

Several designs have been prepared for the carcasses, to be awarded by the club to members who have scored certain required number of match fired during the year, and one will be selected from them in the immediate future.

Unusual Justice

It was the first day of school and the seventh grader kept whispering to such other. Goody braved ever the tense, the tension announced that both must stay after school and write them some 500 lines.

On the way home we had one wrong idea at most smudged, but the other lip trembled and his eyes alight with tears. Suddenly, Goody cleared his throat.

"I won't. I won't fail.

You must learn to take your pun- ishments, and to go in with a good face. If you be the teacher's child, look across the aisle and stop whining. For that and for your bad conduct, you shall write your name 1000 times. What is fair for one is fair for both.

At this the restless little boys. I don't care. I won't fail.

He added: "My name's Heinrichsdorfer and his name's Lesser."
The Text...

WELCOME TO OUR INSTITUTE

The members of the faculty and the students of the Lowell Textile Institute extend to you, our visitors on Open House Day, a very cordial and friendly welcome. We sincerely hope that you will have a visit which is both instructive and interesting.

Or you may in some conception of our Institute, the following brief outline of its purposes is printed.

The object of the establishment of the School, as set forth in the original act was "for the purpose of instruction in the theory and practical art of textile and kindred branches of industry."

Following the general methods and systems found successful at the higher polytechnic institutes, it offers thorough instructions in the principles of the sciences and arts applicable to textile and kindred branches of industry. The course treats not only of the theory but also the application of these principles in the processes, on the machines and throughout all departments of industry involved in the successful manufacture, application and distribution of textile materials in any form.

Because of the breadth, grade, character, of instruction given, and because of the standing and personal of the instructing staff, the Institute has been placed by both Federal and State educational boards in the class of the higher technological schools of this country.

Man About Textile

Headlines—The Hill Pictorial is now available—our first Impressions—not bad at all! Seniors, if you haven’t got the "goodies" and we don’t mean the same—since the majority of the students are out of the house this week, this week... the "eleven" prizes (all good) are somewhere about.

Henry "Bugs" Doherty, never to be defeated, has taken a different view on the situation... and so have we. In our understanding, the majority of the Junior Classes promptly voted any plans to entertain the territory to any further activity, and their "not visit in the Atlantic Chemist" in Billings. "Wearing Whip" was an effort to avoid any attempts to impact the building where the colleges are held. The praises have been made. "They" are our meat. The presentation of the application to the Senate, etc., etc., once for... but, in short, the students on the trip had a good enough time in it to last them quite a while. —We note that the students in the various departments have been on several inspection trips late... and for personal for the immediate future—may we lend our encouragement?

The Probation Class has managed to survive another five weeks... only three more weeks before the finals... time for a change of scene. I quick order it now including a very close second:—Why the grand de-luge in the Phoenix and September House Bell, we wonder... —The basketball season has hit brisk and Textile is in... still trying to... and they... and perhaps you?... Have not occupied you all year yet... after that, I think. Right? There... the ANNUAL OF THE Atlantic... It’s not to often that we have had the opportunity to mention that Earl "Leo" has been known as... last month. You... have known them. But are you... I hope... have some on the books of the government’s new... to increase the value of the dollar, the result to us... officials—It will facilitate the dollar... and our position be... Clear up... boys, will soon be my time around the Institute and then you all can be free.

The names of the few notable editors in the recent catalogue at the Institute are deplorable. Such "val-" lend should not pass without comment. Really, are there any of a receptive committee, plus a presentation of a bouquet of "doomed-b" and with the usual... the situation is... hearing often heard recently... are you?... From some of the books of the government’s new... to increase the value of the dollar, the result to us... officials—It will facilitate the dollar... and our position be... Clear up... boys, will soon be my time around the Institute and then you all can be free.

Friday, May 5, has been set aside as the Annual Open House Day at the Institute. From 10 a.m. to 5 p.m., the Institute will be open to the public and the various departments will be represented. Really, we are dedicated to the sale of the Institute and the only thing during the day to see is everything in full swing, a large amount of visitors is expected. The various exhibits will be explained fully to the visitors and the expected interest of an interesting as well as educational exhibit. Why not bring the family and friends? Considered, included and treat them to an after noon or evening visit and to help to advertise an old "Muse?"

Try an Interview

Such a bad job hunting? You know, being a college man, I never wear a hat. Yesterday I was standing in a bookshop waiting to be hired when it was late and I picked up a book and handed me two dollars. To me! I’m going to have a place across the street.

1936 Column

The members of the class of 36 who participated in the Textile Show are to be congratulated for their very creditable performance. Well done, fellows!

Tuesday, May 9, is Upstream Day. Have you arranged to go? If not as you are to be congratulated. It is desired that this Upstream Day be the most successful one ever held. In light of the interest of the students and the success of the previous effort, it is expected that this attempt will be a success.

A freshman quartet is reported to be planning an assault on Mount Washington in the near future. Evidently the Textile curriculums induces the boys to strive for the hitherto things of nature.

It is generally conceded that the 1934 class picture was the first picture in the lifetime.

Several freshmen are turning in very good work and are members of the baseball squad. The class of 36 is giving fine support to athletics.

Only a few weeks remain of the school year and we have had our "ups and downs" but without, our share of fun. The final exams will be over in a week or two. The time with vigor and leave us to enjoy next summer.

Valentine’s Day has been broken into the hands of the students and we are proud that we have a part in Bill Braddock’s pipe when Bill is out.

Harry Flaherty recently paid a visit to the Institute. He hopes to return to school next year.

Our own team track "Tama" Braddock is still up and we have a description representative in intermediate circles soon.

Ask Berenice what the latest attraction of May 22nd is. Dodsworth has not received an invitation.

Crawford recently unmasked an admis- sible bit of entertainment with his classi- cal "perturbation." Kaiser and Hirst thought he had pulled a fast one on them.

Lincoln made a strong bid for rec-ognition as one of baseball’s immorals when he robbed Duggan of a hard hit, recent ball hit. Lincoln admitted he was quite surprised to see a real man and I didn’t have a nickle.

LOWELL TEXTILE INSTITUTE

Four-Year Degree Courses in

Chemistry and Textile Coloring—Textile Engineering

Bachelor of Textile Chemistry and B. S. E. (Bachelor of Textile Engineering) offered for completion of prescribed four-year courses.

Three-Year Diploma Courses in

Cotton Manufacturing, Wool Manufacturing, Textile Designing

Scientific and practical training in all processes of textile manufacture including all commercial fibers.

Certified graduates of High Schools and Academies admitted without examination.

For examination address Charles H. Roman, S. B., President, Lowell, Mass.

Two Stores in Lowell

Hosmer Lunch

Tea Room

Restaurant

Bakery

Candy

Salad Dressing

Ice Cream

Catering

ALWAYS THE BEST
Something to Say

not just saying something

A friend of CHESTERFIELD writes us of a salesman who had "something to say":

"I dropped into a little tobacco shop, and when I asked for a pack of Chesterfields the man smiled and said to me I was the seventh customer without a break to ask for Chesterfields. 'Smoker after smoker,' he said, 'tells me that Chesterfields click... I sell five times as many Chesterfields as I did a white back.'"

Yes, there's something to say about Chesterfields and it takes just six words to say it—"They're mild and yet they satisfy."
Hi guy, it's our "Tech Show" hostess." Thank you, Cathy. Hostess, for the other day, but now in that dress of "French Market"-cut it out and short. It's quite a dash for you. Let's get to the next event.

**DELTA KAPPA PHI**

Next hour, Deloris failed to appear at the fraternity dance last night, so it could have been a two-hour show for two hours.

This is a novel: Write the show, if you please, and tell us how it was. Let's hope so.

**TEXTILE NINE SCORCHES THIRD STRAIGHT WIN**

*Exclaim* from Page 6
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